
Subject: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by bbkwon on Tue, 04 Sep 2007 13:35:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi,

I'm trying to use Radicore to manage existing database.
But I have found something interesting while I'm creating a LIST2 pattern.
Let's say I have two table A and B. A is senior to B and I have created a relationship between
them.
When I creat LIST pattern for A or B. Both data shows up fine.
But when I open LIST2 screen of A, there is not B data at the bottom. But I know there are some
B data for A.

Interestingly, if I ADD a B for A then it show up under A.

I'd like to know why this happens.
I guess Radicore keep track of something internally!

What do I need to do to see existing B data under A?
Is there data import functionality in radicore?

Thanks.

Subject: Re: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by AJM on Tue, 04 Sep 2007 14:16:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

You must have done something wrong as I can create a LIST2 screen which shows up existing
data from the child table without any problems.

There is no need for a data import facility as the framework will use whatever data it finds in your
database. You do not need to add the data using Radicore before Radicore will read it.

The only "tracking" that Radicore does is inside the LIST2 pattern itself where it takes the primary
key of the parent (outer) table and uses it as the WHERE clause for the child (inner) table.

Try comparing what you have done with the tutorial at 
http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/radicore-tutorial3.html #x_tree_level.step2

Subject: Re: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by bbkwon on Tue, 04 Sep 2007 14:42:28 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I would agree with you if it shows all or nothing.
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But a record I created in Radicore shows up and none of pre-existing ones.
If you look at the data, they are not different.
Since they share the same parent key.

I just can not understand this part!!

Thanks

Subject: Re: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by AJM on Tue, 04 Sep 2007 15:07:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Then you need to step through with your debugger to see exactly what SQL statements are being
issued. Alternatively you could use step 2 in 
http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/infrastructure-faq.html #faq51

Subject: Re: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by bbkwon on Wed, 05 Sep 2007 03:16:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I did sql trace and found this.

SELECT SQL_CALC_FOUND_ROWS * FROM course WHERE ( id='1' )    LIMIT 1 OFFSET 0
=>Count=1
SELECT SQL_CALC_FOUND_ROWS golfround.*, course.id FROM golfround LEFT JOIN course
ON (course.id=golfround.courseid) WHERE golfround.id='1'    LIMIT 25 OFFSET 0 =>Count=1

'course' is parent and 'golfround' is child.
What make me puzzled is 'golfround.id='1'.
It is supposed to be 'golfround.courseid='1'.

Here is a part of child tables dict.inc file.
// parent relationship details
    $this->parent_relations[]= array('parent' => 'course',
                                'parent_field' => 'name',
                          'fields' => array('courseid' => 'id'));

I believe what it says is that 'courseid' field on child table is  linked to 'id' field on parent.
It looks like the problem happens because Radicore uses field 'id' instead of field 'courseid' when
it compose SQL above.
It may assumes the name of the parent's primary key is the same as child's foreign key. In this
case, 'id'.

I'm pretty sure this is what is happening.
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I have changed the name of primary key of the parent from 'id' to 'courseid' and LIST2 shows up
correctly. And the SQL gets corrected to 'golfround.courseid='1'.

Is this what Radicore is written as?
I think it can/should get the name of the child's foreign key field by looking into the 'parent
relationship details' info section in dict.inc file.
If I want Radicore take the child's field name instead of parent's, which file do I need to change?

Thanks

Subject: Re: Existing data do not show up in LIST2
Posted by AJM on Wed, 05 Sep 2007 10:21:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The documentation clearly states at   
http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/data-dictionary.html#$p arent_relations that the information
in $this->parent_relations is only used to add JOIN clauses to an SQL statement. It is not used to
modify the $where string which is passed from a parent table object to a child table object. So if
the primary key of the parent table is "id=1" then that is what is passed to the child object. If the
name of the corresponding foreign key on the child table is anything other than "id" then you will
have to change it manually using code in the _cm_pre_getData() method.

The reason that this change in column names cannot be done automatically is that the child object
does not know the name of the parent table (remember that there can be more than one parent).
Even if it did how could that deal with the situation where there is more than one relationship
between the same two tables, as with MNU_TRAN -> MNU_MENU and MNU_TRAN ->
MNU_NAV_BUTTON?

This topic is discussed in database-design.html#primary.keys and
database-design.html#foreign.key.names
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